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Abstract

To gain some insight into the conductance response of temperature-modulated metal oxide gas sensors, we introduce a model for the
physicochemical processes involved in the sensing operation. For this, we consider the interactions that take place at the sensor surface
in the presence of reducing and oxidising species. Then we validate the model against experimental responses in the presence of ppm
levels of CO and NO2 in air. A sinusoidal voltage drives a resistive platinum heater and modulates the temperature of a micromachined tin
oxide gas sensor; the resulting variation in conductance is analysed. Excellent agreement between theoretical and experimental responses
is achieved. The model developed was used to compute the conductance response of a temperature-modulated sensor in the presence
of different concentrations of CO and NO2. Features from the simulated response transients were extracted using the discrete wavelet
transform and classified using a principal component analysis. A linear separation between CO and NO2 was obtained, which is in good
agreement with our previous experimental results.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Over the last 20 years, tin oxide-based resistive sensors
have been extensively used to analyse gases[1]. SnO2 sen-
sors are inexpensive and highly sensitive to a broad spec-
trum of gases, including atmospheric pollutants such as CO,
NO2 and H2S [2–4]. However, they present disadvantages
such as lack of selectivity and response drift[5], which de-
termine them to be exclusively used in low cost alarm-level
gas monitors for domestic and industrial applications[6].

A strategy to rise the selectivity of the sensors consists
of modulating their working temperature. When the sensor
operating temperature is modulated, this alters the kinetics
of adsorption and reaction that occur at the sensor surface in
the presence of atmospheric oxygen and other reducing or
oxidising species. It has been shown that this approach leads
to response patterns that are characteristic of the species
present in the gas mixture[7–9]. Many other examples can
be found in the literature, where the gas sensors used are
either conventional (e.g. TGS type[10]) or micromachined
[11–13]. The advantages of micromachined sensors over
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classical ones arise from their faster thermal responses and
lower power consumption.

In previous studies we have shown the usefulness of ther-
mally modulated micromachined tin oxide sensors to qual-
itatively and quantitatively analyse gases and gas mixtures
[9,14]. However, to further improve sensor properties (e.g.
selectivity) requires a better understanding of the processes
occurring at the surface of the sensor. Therefore, in an at-
tempt of gaining more insight into sensor behaviour, it is
important to develop a model for the conductance of ther-
mally modulated micromachined gas sensors.

Previous studies on the mechanisms that affect the dy-
namic response of tin oxide sensors were mainly focussed
on the study of their exposure to reduce gases[10,15–18].
Very few works have been published on the mechanisms of
response of metal oxide sensors in the presence of oxidis-
ing species. Ruhland et al.[19] investigated the kinetics of
the interaction processes of oxidising gases with the sensor
surface, but a model for the sensor conductance behaviour
has not been available until now.

In this work we introduce a model for the sensor dy-
namics. The model presented here differs from the ones
developed by other research groups by analysing the sen-
sor response not only to reduce species but also to oxidise
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species (previous models consider single gases or gas mix-
tures of reducing species only).

The model makes use of a rather large number of pa-
rameters. These include parameters related with the ad-
sorption and reaction processes taking place at the surface
of the sensor (e.g. reaction rates, activation energies and
pre-exponential factors describing chemical kinetics). The
model also includes parameters related with the sensing ma-
terial such as the density of surface states and the maximum
concentration of adsorbed gas species. The values of some
parameters can be found in the literature, but most values
have to be estimated from experimental data.

To better assess the validity of the model, it was used to
simulate the conductance response of a temperature-modu-
lated sensor in the presence of different concentrations of
CO and NO2. Features from the simulated response tran-
sients were extracted using the discrete wavelet transform
and classified using a principal component analysis (PCA).
The PCA results on simulated data were compared against
those obtained using the same feature extraction and pattern
classification methods on experimental data.

2. Theoretical model

To characterise the physicochemical meaning of the non-
linear sensor response, the following model of the sensor
conductance has been introduced[17]:

G(T ) = G0 exp

(
−qVs

kT

)
+ Gc (1)

whereG0 is the pre-exponential factor,Gc the baseline level,
Vs the surface Shottky barrier high,q the electronic charge,
k the Boltzmann’s constant andT the absolute temperature.
This model considers that the sensor conductance is mobility
limited by the depletion region around nanoparticles of the
active material. Changes in the sensor conductance caused
by the modulation of the depletion region thickness can be
expressed byEq. (1)as long as the changes in temperature
(�T ) are small around an equilibrium temperature (T0). That
is �T/T0 < 1.

The first term (G0), referred to as the pre-exponential
factor, is given by[20]

G0 = gqµsNd (2)

where g is a constant determined by the semiconduc-
tor geometry,µs the mobility of the electrons andNd
the total density of surface states. AlthoughG0 is a
temperature-dependent parameter asµs ∝ T−3/2 [21], it is
not so sensitive to the temperature change as the exponential
factor and can be regarded as a constant[17].

The surface Shottky barrier high is a function of the den-
sity of the occupied states and has the expression:

Vs = qN2
s

2εrε0Nd
(3)

whereεrε0 is the electrical permittivity of the semiconductor
andNs the density of the occupied states.

CombiningEqs. (1) and (3), we obtain the relationship
between the conductance and the density of the occupied
surface states:

G(T ) = G0 exp

( −q2N2
s

2εrε0NdkT

)
+ Gc (4)

Eq. (4)denotes that the electron density of the semiconductor
surface will increase, and implicitly the sensor conductance,
when a reducing gas species is oxidised by the ionosorbed
oxygen. Similarly, the conductance of the sensor will in-
crease when the temperature increases. The case of the ox-
idising species is more complex, but we can consider that a
reducing interaction takes place at normal working temper-
atures, which leads to a decrease of the sensor conductance.

In the next paragraphs, detailed models of the interaction
processes that occur at the sensor surface in presence of both
reducing and oxidising species are described.

2.1. Case of a reducing species (CO)

For the analysis of the sensor behaviour in the presence of
a reducing species, we consider the case of CO interacting
with the sensor surface.

Taking into account that the working temperature of the
SnO2 film is always above 240◦C, we can consider a mech-
anism of response, given byEqs. (5) and (6). The oxygen
molecules are reversibly adsorbed on the sensor surface.
Then the CO gas molecules react with the oxygen adsor-
bates, leading to the oxidation of CO to CO2:

nS+ 1
2O2 + e

k1
�
k−1

S–O− + (n − 1)S (5)

S–O− + CO
k2→CO2 + e (6)

where S is a surface adsorption site, e a free electron, CO
the reducing gas and S–O− an ionosorbed oxygen.

The kinetics of reactions (5) and (6) can be expressed by
Eqs. (7) and (8):

d[S–O−]

dt
= [O2]1/2k1{S0 − [S–O−]}

−k−1[S–O−] − k2[S–O−][CO] (7)

d[CO]

dt
= −k2[S–O−][CO] (8)

where S0 is the maximum concentration of adsorbed gas
species, [S–O−] the concentration of oxygen ion adsorbed
on the surface, [CO] the concentration of reducing gas
molecules at the sensor surface andki (i = −1, 1 or 2) the
rate constants.

The rate constants depend on the working temperature of
the sensor according to the Arrhenius equation:

ki = ki0 exp

(−Ei

RT

)
(9)
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where ki0 is the pre-exponential factor,Ei the activation
energy,R the gas constant andT the absolute temperature.

The maximum number of oxygen which can be ionosor-
bed isS0. Taking into account the adsorption of the oxygen
only, we can express the density of the occupied states as

Ns = S–O−

S0
(10)

Eq. (7)can be numerically solved. Considering a sinusoidal
temperature modulationT = T0+Tm sinω0t, the time step is
set to�t = 1/f0l, wheref0 is the modulation frequency and
l the number of steps in which is divided each period. Nor-
malising the obtained equation byS0, we get for step (p+1):

Ns(p + 1) = Ns(p) + 1

f0l
{k1(p)[1 − Ns(p)][O2]1/2

−k−1(p)Ns(p) − k2(p)Ns(p)[CO]} (11)

At equilibrium (i.e. at a constant temperature) we have

d[S–O−]

dt
= 0 ⇒ [O2]1/2k1{S0 − [S–O−]}

= k−1[S–O−] + k2[S–O−][CO] ⇒ [S–O−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
eq

= k1[O2]1/2

k1[O2]1/2 + k−1 + k2[CO]
= Ns(0) (12)

For each time step,p, the sensor conductance is found by
using inEq. (4) the result ofEq. (11):

G(p) = G0 exp

[
−q2N2

s (p)S2
0

2ε0εrNdkT(p)

]
+ Gc (13)

2.2. Case of an oxidising species (NO2)

For the analysis of the sensor behaviour in the presence
of an oxidising species, we consider the case of NO2 gas
interacting with the sensor surface.

As indicated previously, the reaction process between
NO2 and the sensor surface is more complex. NO2 molecules
can interact with tin oxide surfaces in a variety of different
ways[19].

At low temperatures (T < 200◦C), the predominant oxy-
gen species on the sensor surface is O−

2 . The NO2 molecules
interact directly with the surface tin ions forming NO−

2
species (Eq. (14)). The ionosorbed NO2 species decomposes
into NO and a surface oxygen ion (Eq. (15)):

S+ NO2 + e → S–NO2
− (14)

S–NO2
− → NO + S–O− (15)

where S–NO2− is an ionosorbed nitrogen dioxide on the
sensor surface.

When the surface temperature of the tin oxide is raised to-
wards 240◦C, O2

− ions tend to dissociate into two indepen-
dent O− ions (Eq. (16)). The ionosorbed molecular oxygen

ions start to compete with the adsorbing NO2 molecules for
the available surface sites. This competition involves only
the trapping of electrons into physisorbed O2 or NO2 sur-
face species, but not re-emission from these species:

S+ S–O2
− + e → S–O− + S–O− (16)

where S–O2− is an ionosorbed molecular oxygen on the
sensor surface.

For temperature ranges above 240◦C, the amount of O−
ions available on the SnO2 surface increases considerably.
In this case the adsorbing NO2 molecules interact directly
with the adsorption sites at the tin oxide surface.

Considering that the working temperature of the SnO2
film is always above 240◦C, we introduce the following
mechanism of response for the case of the oxidising species:

nS+ 1
2O2 + e

k1
�
k−1

S–O− + (n − 1)S (17)

nS+ NO2 + e
k2
�
k−2

S–NO2
− + (n − 1)S (18)

The kinetics of reactions (17) and (18) are

d[S–O−]

dt
= [O2]1/2k1{S0 − [S–O−]

−[S–NO2
−]} − k−1[S–O−] (19)

d[S–NO2
−]

dt
= [NO2]k2{S0 − [S–O−]

−[S–NO−
2 ]} − k−2[S–NO2

−] (20)

where [S–NO2−] is the concentration of nitrogen dioxide
ion adsorbed on the sensor surface, [NO2] the concentration
of oxidising gas molecules at the sensor surface andki (i =
−2, −1, 1 or 2) the rate constants, as described byEq. (9).

The density of the occupied states is proportional to the
sum of the oxygen and nitrogen dioxide ions adsorbed on
the sensor surface.

Eqs. (19) and (20)can be numerically solved. Using the
same considerations as for the case of the reducing species,
we get for step (p + 1):

[S–O−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
p+1

= [S–O−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
p

+ 1

f0l

{
k1(p)[1 − Ns(p)][O2]1/2 − k−1(p)

[S–O−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
p

}

(21)

[S–NO2
−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
p+1

= [S–NO2
−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
p

+ 1

f0l

{
k2(p)[1−Ns(p)][NO2]−k−2(p)

[S–NO2
−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
p

}

(22)
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Ns(p + 1) = [S–O−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
p+1

+ [S–NO2
−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
p+1

(23)

At equilibrium (i.e. at a constant temperature) we have

d[S–O−]

dt
= 0 ⇒ [O2]1/2k1{S0 − [S–O−] − [S–NO2

−]}
= k−1[S–O−] (24)

d[S–NO2
−]

dt
= 0 ⇒ [NO2]k2{S0 − [S–O−] − [S–NO2

−]}
= k−2[S–NO2

−] (25)

Solving the system ofEqs. (24) and (25)and dividing the
results byS0 we get

[S–O−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
eq

= k1k−2[O2]1/2

k−1k−2 + k1k−2[O2]1/2 + k−1k2[NO2]

(26)

[S–NO2
−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
eq

= k−1k2[NO2]

k−1k−2 + k1k−2[O2]1/2 + k−1k2[NO2]

(27)

At equilibrium the density of the occupied states has the
value:

Ns(0) = [S–O−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
eq

+ [S–NO2
−]

S0

∣∣∣∣
eq

= k1k−2[O2]1/2 + k−1k2[NO2]

k−1k−2 + k1k−2[O2]1/2 + k−1k2[NO2]
(28)

As before, for each time step the sensor conductance is found
by using inEq. (4) the result ofEq. (23)(seeEq. (13)).

3. Experimental

The theoretical model developed was validated with ex-
perimental data. The sensor used in the experiment is a
semiconductor gas sensor made by depositing a Pd-doped
tin oxide film onto the surface of a silicon micromachined
substrate. Full details on the sensor, its fabrication process
and the sensing material can be found elsewhere[22–24].

The sensor temperature was varied between 240 and
420◦C by applying a sinusoidal voltage to its heating ele-
ment (Pt resistor). Since�T = 180 K andT0 = 603.15 K,
then �T/T0 = 0.298 < 1 and the validity condition for
Eq. (1) is met.

The frequency of this signal was fixed at 50 mHz. The use
of a low frequency signal alters the kinetics of reactions be-
tween the sensor surface and the gases, provided the thermal
time constant of the micromachined sensor is much lower
than 20 s (i.e. the inverse of the temperature modulation fre-
quency). Since the time constant of the sensor substrate is
between 2 and 5 ms, it can be stated that chemical kinetics
dominate the response process.

The sensor was exposed to controlled mixtures of CO
and NO2. A constant flow of humidified synthetic air
(200 ml/min, 25% RH) was used as both purging and carrier
gas. Full details on the experimental set-up can be found
elsewhere[9].

CO and NO2 were tested in the concentration levels of 20,
40, 80 and 130 ppm and 10, 20, 40 and 60 ppm, respectively.
Each measurement was replicated four times.

4. Results and discussion

First we studied the influence that the variation of each
parameter in the theoretical model had on the sensor conduc-
tance and, comparing the theoretical results with the exper-
imental ones, an optimal set of initial parameter values was
determined. Then an adjusting process between the experi-
mental and the theoretical curves was used to determine the
best set of values for these parameters. With these optimal
values, the theoretical sensor conductance was computed for
different concentrations of CO and NO2. Finally, features
from the simulated response transients were extracted using
the discrete wavelet transform and classified using a PCA.

4.1. Estimation of the model parameters

In order to evaluate the competition effects on the sensor
surface, the physicochemical parameters in the theoretical
models developed inSection 2(i.e. 10 parameters for the CO
model and 12 for the NO2 model) have to be estimated. This
can be done by fitting theoretical transients to experimental
ones. As mentioned before, some of the parameter values
(for the CO model only) were available in the literature. In
particular, values for parametersk10, k−10, k20, E1, E−1, E2,
Nd, G0 and Gc were found in previous works by Nakata
et al. [16] and Ding et al.[17]. These values were taken as
optimal initial values and were fine tuned by the curve fitting
procedure.

A search for the initial values of the remaining parameters
was conducted in parameter space. Since most of the pa-
rameters appear in nested mathematical expressions, it is not
straightforward to derive how changes in the parameter val-
ues influence sensor conductance. This influence was studied
by varying the values of a parameter while keeping constant
the values of the remaining ones. For each value, one period
of the theoretical response of a temperature-modulated sen-
sor was computed. Since the experimental sensor responses
were sampled at 25 samples per period, one period of the
theoretical response was divided into 25 steps (l = 25 in
Eq. (11)). A sinusoidal temperature change between 240 and
420◦C was considered.

This procedure was used to analyse the model for CO.
An increase in sensor conductance and a narrowing of the
upper part of the conductance curve (with an opposite effect
on its lower part) was noticed when the values ofk20, k−10,
Nd or G0 were increased or the values ofk10 or S0 were
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Fig. 1. Influence of altering the value of the pre-exponential factors (ki0)
on the simulated conductance of the sensor in the presence of CO. The
temperature of the sensor varies between 240 and 420◦C. One period of
the conductance transient is shown.

lowered. Variations in the values ofE1, E−1 andE2 had a
mild effect on sensor conductance.Fig. 1 shows the effects
of varying the pre-exponential factors (k20, k−10 and k10)
on the simulated conductance transients. While the transient
represented by a thick solid line inFig. 1 is for the param-
eter values shown inTable 1(first row), the transients rep-
resented by thin solid lines have the value of one parameter
doubled (compared with the value inTable 1). The dotted
lines correspond to experimental transients for the higher
and lower CO concentration.Figs. 2–4show the effects of
varying Nd, S0 andG0, respectively. Once again, the tran-
sient represented by a thick line in these figures is for the
parameter values shown inTable 1, thin solid lines are for
simulated transients with the value of one parameter altered
and dotted lines correspond to experimental transients for
the higher and lower CO concentration. Because the thick
solid line generally lies between the experimental transients
(seeFigs. 1–4), it can be derived that the parameter values
shown in the first row ofTable 1are a good set of initial
values from which the curve fitting process could start.

For the NO2 model, an increase in sensor conductance
and a narrowing of the upper part of the conductance curve
(with an opposite effect on its lower part) was obtained when
the values ofk10, k20 or S0 were lowered, or the values of
k−10 k−20, Nd or G0 were increased. Similarly to the CO
model, variations in the values ofE1, E−1, E2 andE−2 had a

Table 1
Set of initial values of the physicochemical parameters for the CO and NO2 models

G0

(S)
Gc

(S)
k10

(s−1 ppm−1/2)
k−10

(s−1)
k20

(s−1)
k−20

(s−1)
Nd

(m−3)
S0

(ppm×m−2)
E1

(J/mol)
E−1

(J/mol)
E2

(J/mol)
E−2

(J/mol)

CO 2 0 10−5 10−3 2 × 10−5 – 2 × 1024 0.5 × 1017 0.5 × 105 102 0.7 × 104 –
NO2 2 × 103 0 10−5 10−1 2 × 10−5 2 × 10−3 2 × 1024 1017 5 × 105 104 7 × 104 102

Fig. 2. Influence of altering the value ofNd on the simulated conductance
of the sensor in the presence of CO. The temperature of the sensor varies
between 240 and 420◦C. One period of the conductance transient is
shown.

Fig. 3. Influence of altering the value ofS0 on the simulated conductance
of the sensor in the presence of CO. The temperature of the sensor varies
between 240 and 420◦C. One period of the conductance transient is
shown.

mild effect on sensor conductance. The set of initial values
for the NO2 model is shown in the second row ofTable 1.

The initial values inTable 1, were input to an iterative
curve fitting process using standard functions from the op-
timisation toolbox of MATLAB® [25]. The fitting process
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Table 2
Average values of the physicochemical parameters after the curve fitting process

G0 (S) Gc (S) k10

(s−1 ppm−1/2)
k−10

(s−1)
k20

(s−1)
k−20

(s−1)
Nd

(m−3)
S0

(ppm×m−2)
E1

(J/mol)
E−1

(J/mol)
E2 (J/mol) E−2

(J/mol)

CO 2.5 3.4× 10−4 1.2 × 10−5 0.9 × 10−3 1.8 × 10−5 – 2.3 × 1024 0.6 × 1017 0.3 × 105 0.9 × 102 0.7 × 104 –
NO2 4.1 × 103 1.5 × 10−4 1.4 × 10−5 1.1 × 10−1 2.7 × 10−5 1.8 × 10−3 1.4 × 1024 1.3 × 1017 5.1 × 105 1.2 × 104 5.9 × 104 0.7 × 102

used a database consisting of 32 experimental conductance
transients (2 species×4 different concentrations/species×4
replicates/measurement). The initial values of the model pa-
rameters were modified by the curve fitting process as to
minimise the difference between the logarithms of the theo-
retical and experimental transients. A logarithmic error was
used to weigh similarly the higher and lower parts of the con-
ductance transient during the fitting process. The error goal
was set to 10−24 and the maximum number of iterations to
1000.Table 2summarises the average values of the physic-
ochemical parameters obtained with the adjusting process.

Figs. 5 and 6show some typical results (an interval con-
sisting of a 3-period conductance transient is shown) for the
CO and NO2 models, respectively. Solid lines are for experi-
mental responses and asterisks are for theoretical responses.
As it can be seen, there is an excellent agreement between
the simulated and the experimental conductance transients.
The relative error between the theoretical model and the
experiments was below 6% for CO and below 9% for NO2.
Therefore, the model developed accurately reproduces the

Fig. 5. Curve fitting result between the theoretical model and experimental data for CO.

Fig. 4. Influence of altering the value ofG0 on the simulated conductance
of the sensor in the presence of CO. The temperature of the sensor varies
between 240 and 420◦C. One period of the conductance transient is
shown.
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Fig. 6. Curve fitting result between the theoretical model and experimental
data for NO2.

sensor response in presence of both reducing and oxidising
species.Fig. 7 shows the experimental and theoretical re-
sponses of a thermally modulated sensor in the presence of
CO and NO2, where the typical phenomenon of hysteresis
appears.

4.2. PCA analysis

In a previous work[9] we have shown the possibility
of discriminating between CO and NO2 and of quantifying
these species using a single thermally modulated tin oxide
sensor. The discrete wavelet transform decomposition was
used to extract important features from the sensor responses.
The wavelet coefficients were input to a PCA, which resulted
in CO and NO2 being linearly discriminated.

Fig. 7. Experimental and theoretical conductance versus operating tem-
perature for a thermally cycled microhotplate sensor in the presence of
CO or NO2.

Table 3
Concentration levels of NO2 and CO in the calculation of the theoretical
sensor conductance

Simulated concentrations (ppm)

NO2 10 20 40 60
12 22 42 62
14 24 44 64

CO 20 40 80 130
25 45 85 135
30 50 90 140

To better assess the validity of the model, it was used
to simulate the conductance response of a temperature-
modulated sensor in the presence of different concentra-
tions of CO and NO2. The objective was to reproduce the
experimental results reported in[9] using simulated data.
Therefore, theoretical response transients for CO and NO2
at the concentration levels shown inTable 3 were com-
puted. The simulated concentration levels were chosen to be
near the experimental ones. One period of each simulated
conductance response was used to compute the third-level
wavelet decomposition using the fourth order Daubechies
(db4) as analysing wavelet. The reader is referred to
[9] for a detailed description of the feature extraction
method.

Using the wavelet coefficients extracted from the simu-
lated transients, a PCA was performed, after the data had
been mean-centred. The first two principal components ex-
plained more than 99% of variance in data. The PCA results
are shown inFig. 8. It can be derived that CO and NO2
can be linearly discriminated, which is in perfect agreement
with our previous experimental results.

Fig. 8. Results of a PCA on simulated CO (+c) and NO2 (+n) transients
and PCA projection of experimental transients (∗). The concentrations (in
ppm) of CO and NO2 for the experimental transients appear as labels in
the figure. The concentrations of the simulated transients are described
in Table 3.
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5. Conclusions

A theoretical model for the response of a thermally
modulated, micromachined tin oxide gas sensor has been
introduced. The model assumes that reaction kinetics dom-
inates the transient process and that the sensor conductivity
is mobility limited by the depletion region around tin oxide
nanoparticles.

By modelling the sensor response, some insight is gained
into how the temperature modulation modifies the sensor
response to gases.

It has been shown that the model faithfully reproduces the
experimental sensor responses in the presence of both re-
ducing and oxidising species (e.g. the relative error between
real and simulated responses is below 9%).

The model was used to simulate the conductance response
of a temperature-modulated sensor in the presence of differ-
ent concentrations of CO and NO2. Applying a PCA to the
response features extracted by a discrete wavelet transform
led to a linear separation between CO and NO2. This is in
perfect agreement with previous experimental results.

Further work is in progress to develop a model for the
response of sensors in the presence of gas mixtures.
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